1. What disease led to the use of the Iron Lung? ____________________________ Entryway
2. What are leeches used for in today’s medical care? ____________________________ Case 1
3. Who discovered the X-Ray? ____________________________ Case 3
4. Name two advances in body imaging today. ____________________________ Case 3
5. What culture, significant in Sacramento’s 19th Century, discovered valuable medicines to treat illness? Give two examples of such medicines. ____________________________ Case 4
6. Name three anatomical areas that can be viewed with an endoscope. ____________________________ Case 5
7. What is quackery? ____________________________ Case 6
8. Who invented the stethoscope? ____________________________ Case 9
9. What was allowed during Prohibition but only with a Doctor’s prescription? ____________________________ Case 14
10. What is the purpose of an EKG? ____________________________ Adjacent to Case 16
11. When was the first artificial heart valve inserted? ____________________________ Case 16
12. Who developed smallpox vaccine from cowpox and when? ____________________________ Case 17
13. Name three diseases caused by viruses. ____________________________ Case 17
14. Name three diseases caused by bacteria. ____________________________ Case 17
15. What are patent medicines? Give four examples. ____________________________ Case 17
16. How did someone usually die of diphtheria? ____________________________ Case 17
17. Name six diseases currently prevented by immunization. ____________________________
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18. How were extremity injuries frequently treated during the Civil War? __________ Case 19
19. Why? (referring to Q18?) ________________________________ Case 19
20. What did you enjoy most about the Medical Museum? _______________________________
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